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AAA Aerials is a long established owner/operated TV antenna business based in Mayfield 

NSW. 

 

Importantly, the owner who quotes the job does the job, with no job being too small. 

 

I will endeavour to work at a time that suits you, and I am fully experienced and insured. 

 

Tax effective antenna installations on rental premises, and insurance work are covered also. 

 

With low overheads and an understanding that sometimes things can be fixed and not 

necessarily everything replaced, a more cost effective solution may be an option. 

 

I specialise in solutions for any kind of issue you may be having with digital TV reception, so 

your home is my specialty. 

 

I service the Newcastle, Lake Macquarie, Maitland and Raymond Terrace areas and do travel 

out of these general areas to service “so-called” black spots. Sunday and/or public holiday 

appointments can be arranged to service these areas, or if I was delayed due to sickness or 

weather conditions. 

 

For any kind of requirements like new antenna installations, replacement of antennas, 

antenna repairs, digital reception issues or other ancillary services we provide it all. 

We have no sales gimmicks, just honest fair pricing with quality workmanship and parts. 

 

I do not get paid by salary or charge an hourly rate, I charge per service, so I will see your job 

through to achieve my expectations, which I know will meet yours. You can also expect 

excellent after sales service in a friendly, timely manner. 

 

I am dependent on client satisfaction which generates referrals, that lead to continual work. 

I have many loyal repeat clients who continue to use my services, supporting me over many 

years of trading here in Newcastle. 

 

Please use these direct links to my listings and reviews on womo, hi-pages, Oneflare,  

ServiceCentral, Serviceseeking, PureLocal, Localsearch , Truelocal and Service.com.au 

 



Free quotes are available within a reasonable travelling distance, and with fixed costs for 

fixed services, quotes by phone or email may also be available for comparison. Please 

remember though, you get what you pay for in expertise, equipment and all-round 

customer service. 

 

The “Contact Us” page on this site has my details so please feel free to use it for any enquiry 

that you may have, by whatever means you like, at your convenience, for a quick response. 

 

Antenna Installation 

 

I offer a full digital TV antenna installation and repair service. Digital TV began transmission 

in Australia in 2001 and the Newcastle area in 2002. 

 

You can have good TV reception in any area, either by TV antenna or satellite dish. 

 

With television antennas, it is simply a matter of what frequencies the antenna is designed 

to receive, not the type of signal being transmitted. (No such thing as a digital antenna!) 

 

The only signal being transmitted for television nowadays is digital, and your existing 

antenna may be suitable. The frequencies may be different so your antenna could need 

relocating. As long as the frequencies needed are in the same range your antenna is made 

for, you will receive the signal. 

 

It is rare to have to change your TV antenna because of a digital reception issue. It is 

possible however, if it is not performing sufficiently because of corrosion or is damaged in 

some other way. 

 

If you would simply like to update your antenna then I can accommodate you also, with a 

realistic warranty on a high performing product. 

 

There are many newly established antenna installers in Newcastle and I would like you to 

contact me, as I have the experience to supply and install the right TV antenna for your 

particular situation. There are 6 transmitters in the general Newcastle area and not all 

antennas are suitable for all locations, so experience does matter. 


